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Recently a 6.8σ anomaly has been reported in the opening angle and invariant mass distributions of e + e − pairs produced in 8 Be nuclear transitions. The data are explained by a 17 MeV vector gauge boson X that is produced in the decay of an excited state to the ground state, 8 Be * → 8 Be X, and then decays through X → e + e − . The X boson mediates a fifth force with a characteristic range of 12 fm and has milli-charged couplings to up and down quarks and electrons, and a proton coupling that is suppressed relative to neutrons. The protophobic X boson may also alleviate the current 3.6σ discrepancy between the predicted and measured values of the muon's anomalous magnetic moment. Introduction. The four known forces of nature, the electromagnetic, weak, strong, and gravitational interactions, are mediated by the photon, the W and Z bosons, the gluon, and the graviton, respectively. The possibility of a fifth force, similarly mediated by an as-yet-unknown gauge boson, has been discussed [1] since shortly after the introduction of Yang-Mills gauge theories, and has a rich, if checkered, history [2] . If such a force exists, it must either be weak, or short-ranged, or both to be consistent with the wealth of experimental data. In recent years, interest in this possibility has been heightened by the obvious need for dark matter, which has motivated new particles and forces in a dark or hidden sector that may mix with the visible sector and naturally induce a weak fifth force between the known particles.
Recently, studies of decays of an excited state of 8 Be to its ground state have found a 6.8σ anomaly in the opening angle and invariant mass distribution of e + e − pairs produced in these transitions [3] . The discrepancy from expectations may be explained by as-yet-unidentified nuclear reactions or experimental effects, but the observed distribution is beautifully fit by assuming the production of a new boson. In this work, we advance the new particle interpretation, carefully considering the putative signal and the many competing constraints on its properties, and present a viable proposal for the new boson and the fifth force it induces.
The 8 Be Decay Anomaly. The 8 Be nuclear excitation spectrum is precisely known [4] . For this discussion, the most relevant 8 Be nuclear states and their properties are given in Table I . To simplify our notation, we use the given symbols to denote specific states. The ground state atomic mass is 8.005305 u 7456.89 MeV; the ground state nuclear mass listed in Table I is about 4m e below this. There are also several unlisted broad resonance excited states both above and below 8 Be * and 8 Be * with widths as large as several MeV.
In the experiment of Krasznahorkay et al. [3] , an in- ergy resolution, which broadens the m e + e − peak significantly [6] . They find that the observed excess's shape and size are beautifully fit by a new boson with mass m X = 16.7 ± 0.35 (stat) ± 0.5 (sys) MeV and relative branching ratio B(
With these values, the fit had a χ 2 /dof = 1.07. Protophobic Gauge Bosons. A priori the X boson may be a scalar, pseudoscalar, vector, axial vector, or even a spin-2 particle. Some of these cases are easy to dismiss. If parity is conserved, the X boson cannot be a scalar: in a 1 + → 0 + 0 + transition, angular momentum conservation requires the final state to have L = 1, but parity conservation requires +1 = (−1)
L . Decays to a pseudoscalar 0 − state are not forbidden by any symmetry, but are severely constrained by experiment. For such axion-like particles a, the two-photon interaction g aγγ aF µνF µν is almost certainly present at some level, but for m a ≈ 17 MeV, all coupling values in the range 1/(10 18 GeV) < g aγγ < 1/(10 GeV) are excluded [7, 8] . Here we focus on the vector case. We consider a massive spin-1 Abelian gauge boson X that couples nonchirally to standard model (SM) fermions with charges ε f in units of e. The new Lagrangian terms are
where X has field strength X µν and couples to the current J µ = f eε ff γ µ f , or, at the nucleon level, J N µ = eε pp γ µ p+eε nn γ µ n, with ε p = 2ε u +ε d and ε n = ε u +2ε d .
We first determine what values of the charges are required to fit the 8 Be signal. The characteristic energy scale of the decay 8 Be * → 8 Be X is 10 MeV, and so we may consider an effective theory in which 8 Be * , 8 Be, and X are the fundamental degrees of freedom. The one effective operator consistent with the J P quantum numbers of these states is
The matrix element
8 Be * contains the isoscalar component of the current, since the initial and final states are both isoscalars. The resulting decay width is
To fit the signal, we need
where, up to higher-order corrections [9] , both the nuclear matrix elements and the scale Λ have canceled in the ratio. For m X = 17 MeV, we require |ε p + ε n | ≈ 0.011, or
The 17 MeV X boson is produced through hadronic couplings, but can decay only to e + e − , νν, or γγγ. (We assume there are no decays to unknown particles.) The three-photon decay is negligible, and we will assume that decays to neutrinos are also highly suppressed, for the reasons given below. The X boson then decays through its electron coupling with width [10] 
The X boson is produced with velocity v ≈ 0.35c in the 8 Be * frame, which is moving non-relativistically with v = 0.017c relative to the lab frame. The X mean decay length is L ≈ ε −2 e 1.8 × 10 −12 m in the lab frame. The X boson must decay promptly in the experimental setup of Refs. [3, 6] so that the e + e − decay products are detected and the Θ measurements are not distorted. Requiring L 1 cm, for example, implies
From Eq. (5), we see that a dark photon cannot explain the 8 Be anomaly. For a dark photon, fermions have charges proportional to their SM charges, ε f = q f ε, where ε is the kinetic mixing parameter, and so Eq. (5) implies ε ≈ 0.011. This is excluded by many experiments, and most stringently by the NA48/2 experiment, which requires ε < ε max = 8 × 10 −4 at 90% CL [11] . The authors of Ref. [3] estimated that ε 2 ∼ 10 −7 can fit the signal, but this value of ε is far too small, in part because of the | p| 3 suppression of the signal. The NA48/2 bound, however, does not exclude a general vector boson interpretation of the 8 Be anomaly. The NA48/2 limit is a bound on π 0 → Xγ. In the general gauge boson case, this is proportional to the anomaly trace factor
2 . Applying the dark photon bound N π < ε 2 max /9, we find that, for a general gauge boson,
Equations (5) and (8) may be satisfied with a mild ∼ 10% cancelation, provided the charges satisfy
Given the latter condition, we call the general class of vector models that can both explain the 8 Be anomaly and satisfy pion decay constraints "protophobic."
Constraints from Other Experiments. Although there is no need for the gauge boson to decouple from protons completely, for simplicity, for the rest of this work, we FIG. 1. The required charges to explain the 8 Be anomaly in the (εu, ε d ) (top) and (εν , εe) (bottom) planes, along with the leading constraints discussed in the text. Top: The n-Pb and NA48/2 constraints are satisfied in the shaded regions. On the protophobic contour, ε d /εu = −2. The width of the 8 Be bands corresponds to requiring the signal strength to be within a factor of 2 of the best fit. Bottom: The E141, KLOE-2, (g − 2)e, and ν − e scattering constraints exclude their shaded regions, whereas (g − 2)µ favors its shaded region. The 8 Be signal imposes a lower bound on |εe|.
consider the extreme protophobic limit where ε p = 0. We parametrize the quark charges as ε u = − 1 3 ε n , ε d = 2 3 ε n and determine what choices for ε n , ε e , and ε ν are viable. We focus on these first-generation charges, as the 8 Be signal depends on them, but include comments on the charges of the other generations below. The charges required to explain the 8 Be signal, along with the leading bounds discussed below, are shown in Fig. 1 A number of experiments provide upper bounds on |ε e |. The anomalous magnetic moment of the electron, (g−2) e , constrains |ε e | < 1.4 × 10 −3 (3σ) [12] . The KLOE-2 experiment has looked for e + e − → γX, followed by X → e + e − , and finds |ε e | < 2 × 10 −3 [13] . A similar search at BaBar has reached similar sensitivity in ε e , but is limited to m X > 20 MeV [14] .
Electron beam dump experiments also constrain ε e by searching for X bosons radiated off electrons that scatter on target nuclei. As a group, these exclude |ε e | in the 10 −8 to 10 −4 range [15] . For this discussion, given Eq. (7), these experiments provide lower bounds on |ε e |. In more detail, for m X ≈ 17 MeV, SLAC experiment E141 requires |ε e | > 2 × 10 −4 [16, 17] . There are also less stringent bounds from Orsay [18] and SLAC's E137 [19] and Millicharge [20] experiments, and Fermilab experiment E774 [21] excludes some couplings when m X < 10 MeV.
We now turn to bounds on the hadronic couplings. We have already discussed the NA48/2 bound from π 0 decays. WASA-at-COSY has also published a bound based on π 0 decays, but it is weaker and applies only for m X > 20 MeV [22] . Potentially more problematic is a bound from the HADES experiment, which searches for X bosons in π 0 , η, and ∆ decays and excludes the dark photon parameter ε 3 × 10 −3 , but this also applies only for m X > 20 MeV [23] . Note also that π 0 → XX → e + e − e + e − is not suppressed by the protophobic charge assignments, but it is suppressed by ε 4 n and, for |ε n | ∼ 10 −2 , this is below current sensitivities. Similar considerations suppress X contributions to other decays, such as π + → µ + ν µ e + e − , to acceptable levels. The hadronic charge can also be bounded by limits on Yukawa potentials from neutron-nucleus scattering. For a Yukawa potential −g 2 n Ae −m X r /(4πr), n-Pb scattering requires g 2 n /(4π) < 3.4 × 10 −11 (m X /MeV) 4 [24] . The protophobic X boson induces a Yukawa potential ε 2 n α(A − Z)e −m X r /r. Given Z = 82 and A = 208 for Pb, the bounds imply |ε n | < 2.5 × 10 −2 .
There are constraints from proton fixed target experiments. The ν-Cal I experiment at the U70 accelerator at IHEP provides a well-known dark photon constraint, but its bounds are derived from X-bremsstrahlung from the initial p beam and π 0 decays to X bosons [25] . Both of these are suppressed in protophobic models. The CHARM experiment at CERN also bounds the parameter space through searches for η, η → Xγ, followed by X → e + e − [26] . At the upper boundary of the region excluded by CHARM, the constraint is determined almost completely by the parameters that enter the X decay length, and so the dark photon bound on ε applies to ε e and requires |ε e | > 2 × 10 −5 . A similar, but weaker constraint can be derived from LSND data [27] [28] [29] .
There are also bounds on the neutrino charge ε ν . In the present case, where ε e is non-zero, a recent study of B −L gauge bosons [30] finds that these couplings are most stringently bounded by precision studies ofν − e scattering from the Taiwan Experiment on Neutrinos (TEX-ONO) for the m X of interest here [31] . Reinterpreted for the present case, these studies require |ε ν ε e | 4 × 10 −5 [32] . Rescaling this to the current case, given Z = 54 and A = 131 for Xe, we find
To explain the 8 Be signal, ε n must be significantly larger than ε e . Nevertheless, theν − e scattering constraint provides a bound on ε ν that is comparable to or stronger than the ν −N constraint throughout parameter space, and so we use theν − e constraint below. Note also that, given the range of acceptable ε e , the bounds on ε ν are more stringent than the bounds on ε e , and so B(X → e + e − ) ≈ 100%, justifying our assumption above.
Although not our main concern, there are also bounds on second-generation couplings. For example, NA48/2 also derives bounds on K + → π + X, followed by X → e + e − [11] . However, this branching ratio vanishes for massless X and is highly suppressed for low m X . For m X = 17 MeV, the bound on ε n is not competitive with those discussed above [10, 12] . The KLOE-2 experiment also searches for φ → ηX followed by X → e + e − and excludes the dark photon parameter ε 7 × 10 −3 [33] . This is similar numerically to bounds discussed above, and the strange quark charge ε s can be chosen to satisfy this constraint.
In summary, in the extreme protophobic case with m X ≈ 17 MeV, the charges are required to satisfy |ε n | < 2.5 × 10 −2 and 2 × 10 −4 < |ε e | < 1.4 × 10 −3 , and |ε ν ε e | 1/2 7 × 10 −5 . Combining these with Eqs. (5) and (7), we find that a protophobic gauge boson with first-generation charges
explains the 8 Be anomaly by 8 Be * → 8 Be X, followed by X → e + e − , consistent with existing constraints. For |ε e | near the upper end of the allowed range in Eq. (10) and |ε µ | ≈ |ε e |, the X boson also solves the (g − 2) µ puzzle, reducing the current 3.6σ discrepancy to below 2σ [10] .
Conclusions. We find evidence in the recent observation of a 6.8σ anomaly in the e + e − distribution of nuclear 8 Be decays for a new vector gauge boson. The new particle mediates a fifth force with a characteristic length scale of 12 fm. The requirements of the signal, along with the many constraints from other experiments that probe these low energy scales, constrain the mass and couplings of the boson to small ranges: its mass is m X ≈ 17 MeV, and it has milli-charged couplings to up and down quarks and electrons, but with relatively suppressed (and possibly vanishing) couplings to protons (and neutrinos) relative to neutrons. If its lepton couplings are approximately generation-independent, the 17 MeV vector boson may simultaneously explain the existing 3.6σ deviation from SM predictions in the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon. It is also interesting to note that couplings of this magnitude, albeit in an axial vector case, may resolve a 3.2σ excess in π 0 → e + e − decays [34, 35] . To confirm the 8 Be signal, the most similar approach would be to look for other nuclear states that decay to discrete gamma rays with energies above 17 MeV through M1 or E1 electromagnetic transitions. Unfortunately, the 8 Be system is quite special and the 8 Be * and 8 Be * states yield gamma rays that are among the most energetic of all the nuclear states [36] .
Nevertheless there are myriad opportunities to test and confirm this explanation, including re-analysis of old data sets, ongoing experiments, and many planned and future experiments, including DarkLight [37] , HPS [38] , LHCb [39] , MESA [40] , Mu3e [41] , VEPP-3 [42] , and possibly also SeaQuest [43] and SHiP [44] . The 8 Be signal region and expected sensitivities of these experiments are shown in Fig. 2 . It will also be important to embed the protophobic gauge boson in UV-complete extensions of the standard model, a task made challenging by the wealth of data constraining new physics at the ∼ 10 MeV energy scale. Further details about the existing constraints, prospects for the future, and UV completions will be presented elsewhere [45] .
FIG. 2. The
8 Be signal region, along with current constraints discussed in the text (gray) and projected sensitivities of future experiments in the (mX , εe) plane. For the 8 Be signal, the other couplings are assumed to be in the ranges given in Eq. (10); for all other contours, the other couplings are those of a dark photon. 
